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Motivation

We study two properties of a deep representation, namely: Discriminability and Transferrability.

● Discriminability: How well the representation 
performs the training task.

● Transferrability: How well the representation 
transfers to a new task.



Temporal analyses of representations
● Discriminability

Recall@1 for retrieval and NMI for clustering on the training dataset. (e.g. CIFAR-100)
● Transferability

Top-1 Accuracy for linear probing a representation on out-of-sample datasets. (e.g. CIFAR->SVHN)

X-axis is the training epoch, with training progress, the discriminability keep climbing while 
transferability drops in later epochs.



Link to Information Bottleneck Trade-off

● Fast ERM phase
I(T;Y) increases

● Compression phase
I(X;T) decreases



Mutual Informations



Mutual Informations 

Fast ERM
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Compression



Mutual Informations on Target Datasets

Increasing at the beginning 



Overcompression

Decreasing as 
training goes

Decreasing 



Overcompression

As training on source progress, I(X;T) 
and I(T;Y) on the target dataset both 
degrades, while I(T;Y) on source 
dataset keeps climbing



Overcompression

Overcompression correspond to the Discriminability-Transferability trade-off we discovered before.



Can Alleviating Over-compression help Transferability?
● Transferability depends on the model learn common representations between source 

dataset and target dataset.

● Over-compression happens when I(X;T) on target dataset decreases.

● Since target dataset is not available, we can alleviate the decrease of I(X;T) instead.

Neural network is a deterministic mapping, so the conditional entropy is 0, thus:

Thus, a way to improve transferability via alleviating over-compression is to alleviating the 
decrease of H(T)



Alleviating over-compression via InfoNCE



How this works
InfoNCE loss between two variables has been shown to be optimizing for: 

Using the definition of mutual information:

Thus:

Here, T1 is the fixed representation and T2 is the learning representation, so the objective of 
improving H(T) is reached.



Experiments - Improved Transferrability

● Ours
● Vanilla



Experiments - Improved Mutual Information

Continue improving



Experiments - Larger datasets



Experiments - Other tasks



Our code for reproducing is on GitHub

https://github.com/DTennant/dt-tradeoff

Thanks for Listening!


